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Dozens of Social Seller Secrets on Researching Buyers on
LinkedIn

A very important stage in Social Selling is listening and understanding your buyers. I
thought, as we tackle the best practices on how to do that best, I would reach out to my
incredible network of Social Sellers to find out what they are doing to research their
prospects. The response was overwhelming, and the incredible insights are below:

Beth Granger, CEO of Beth Ganger Consulting, LLC | Follow
Beth on Twitter

Search and Stalk

"Ok, search yes, stalk...not really. I like to look them up on LinkedIn
to see how they communicate about themselves, where they

worked before, what school did they go to, what groups or organizations are important
to them, and how many shared connections we might have. I read their LinkedIn
publishing posts, if they have them. Basically, I'm looking for insights and commonalities.
I also search on Google and other social platforms." TWEET THIS TIP

______________

http://www.linkedin.com/in/bethgranger
http://twitter.com/bethgrangersays
http://ctt.ec/9bShQ
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Mario M. Martinez Jr., #SocialSelling Evangelist, LinkedIn
Trainer, Sales Coach & CEO at M3Jr Growth Strategies, LLC |
Follow Mario on Twitter

Implement the 3x3!

"At a very minimum & under all circumstances you must
implement the 3x3 strategy prior to calling, speaking, or

meeting with a new prospect. Of course the best strategy is do some detailed review of
their LinkedIn, Twitter & Facebook accounts. But if you can't do that... find three things
in three minutes before you call, speak or meet with a new prospect. Selling means you
create & build a relationship of trust, to do this you need a min of 3 things which can be
used to build a relationship." - TWEET THIS TIP

______________

Bob Woods, Executive Vice President at Social Sales Link | Follow Bob on Twitter

Look to the Right

"One great way to research a person is through the “People Also Viewed” and “People
Similar To” sections on the right side of their LinkedIn Profiles.

If you and the person you are researching share a connection, you can reach out to that
common connection and ask her or him more questions about them, their company and
even their industry."  

 Don’t have any common connections? No problem. You can still to dive deeper into
those people just by checking out the Profiles of who are like them, or even their
competitors." TWEET THIS TIP

______________

http://www.linkedin.com/in/mthreejr
http://twitter.com/M_3Jr
http://ctt.ec/uTk6H
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bobwoods
http://twitter.com/socialsalesbob
http://ctt.ec/cR65H
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Michael de Groot, Chief Storyteller at StayingAlive UK | Follow Michael on Twitter

Research First

"Do your research first on the individual and the company. Follow the company on
LinkedIn and research any articles where your potential buyer could be mentioned or
featured. Check industry news sites for mentions and of course LinkedIn’s Sales
Navigator could do the heavy lifting for you in terms by finding relevant company news.

There are two very useful ways that you can keep track of your buyers without making it
obvious to them. In Twitter, you can create a private list and add Twitter handles to your
buyer list. You will be able to see what buyers are tweeting about to give you an insight
to their interests and industry specific articles or opinions. In LinkedIn, you can save
someone to your contacts without making a connection request. When you save them,
add a tag that will let you filter your contacts for each account. This allows you to do
more research on them and find commonalities in their profile, their tweets, or their
shares." TWEET THIS TIP

______________

Melonie Dodaro LinkedIn Expert & Social Selling Evangelist at
Top Dog Social Media | Follow Melonie on Twitter

Start With Warm Prospects

"One of the most effective places to start when researching
prospects on LinkedIn is to begin with people who already have
some idea about who you are and what you do.

There are a number of places you can find lists of 1st, 2nd or 3rd degree LinkedIn
connections who have in some way engaged with you or your content.

One of the best places to find them is to check out the Who’s viewed your posts page, if
you post content on Publisher. Here you will literally find a list of people who have Liked,
Commented or shared your posts. These are people who have already had a positive

https://www.linkedin.com/in/stayingaliveuk
https://twitter.com/stayingaliveuk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stayingaliveuk
http://ctt.ec/SYDdA
https://ca.linkedin.com/in/meloniedodaro
http://twitter.com/MelonieDodaro
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experience with you" TWEET THIS TIP

______________

Chris Petersen, Senior Client Success Manager at PeopleLinx |
Follow Chris on Twitter

Wait for the Opportune Moment...

"When researching a prospect, a lot of times I fall victim to the
"instant gratification" approach of trying to get in touch or

connect right away. By waiting and listening to the type of content/activity the prospect
is posting, I find that I often discover a more topical or relevant conversation starter to
use for initial engagement." TWEET THIS TIP

______________

Mark White, LinkedIn Specialist Trainer, Linked Training | Follow
Mark on Twitter

What do They Consider Important?

"One element that speaks volumes about the person is what they
think of others. So I will often check out the Recommendations
section on their profile ... not the ones they have received

(though these are clearly important) ... but rather the ones they have given.

When you write a Recommendation for someone, you focus in on attributes that you
consider important to you and that you see in the other person. So looking at the
"Given" recommendations helps me identify things that they hold dear." TWEET THIS
TIP

______________

Chris Vick, Director of Channels and Alliances | Follow Chris
on Twitter

Understanding Your Prospect's Network

"We strive to ensure we deliver valuable insight to our
prospects, but without understanding them, how can we turn
this expectation into reality? We need to better understand the

http://ctt.ec/bPi55
https://www.linkedin.com/in/chrispetersen28/
http://twitter.com/chrispetersen28
http://ctt.ec/pVajt
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/thelinkedinprofessional
http://twitter.com/linkedinguys
http://ctt.ec/Uc2b3
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/chrisvick
http://twitter.com/chrisvick01
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groups they belong to, the people they follow, the posts they have commented on and
the things they like. These are all the elements you apply in your own social network to
ensure you enjoy and get value from your friends. The same applies to business. Learn
their language and your engagement will be well received." -TWEET THIS TIP

______________

Sriraj Munnaluri, Product Marketing Specialist at eGrabber | Follow Sriraj on Twitter

LinkedIn Search Alert

"LinkedIn allows us to save a particular search for the exact prospects you are looking
for and many people don't know how utilize this feature. Every week as new prospects
become part of your network, LinkedIn notifies you so you can easily reach out. This is a
very useful feature for those who their target prospects are...and are looking for new
leads each week." TWEET THIS TIP

______________

Sandra Long, President of Post Road Consulting, LLC | Follow Sandra on Twitter

Discover Your Prospect's Tribe or Network

"Look in three areas of a LinkedIn profile to identify your prospect's tribe or key network.

1. Recommendations sent and received
2. Collaborating partners identified in projects, publications or patents 
3. Connections. I especially recommend digging deep into the specific wording

within recommendations to learn more about the values, insights and social proof

http://ctt.ec/L3tfP
http://twitter.com/sriraj4u
https://www.linkedin.com/in/srirajmunnaluri
http://ctt.ec/1axab
http://twitter.com/SandraGLong
http://www.linkedin.com/in/longsandra
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of your prospect." - TWEET THIS

______________

Luca Bozzato, LinkedIn Trainer | Follow Luca on Twitter 

Shared Connections is Key

"Networking is about discovering hidden infos that are not publicly available. When
researching a prospect, be sure to ask some of your shared connections about him/her.
This helps you understand how to better tailor your approach during the meeting and
gather precious informations no other competitor has access to." - TWEET THIS

 ______________ 

Dave Byrnes, LinkedIn Coach at Linking Leads | Follow Dave on
Twitter

Your Prospect's Preferred Communication Channel

"Before you reach out to a prospect, understand how they prefer to
communicate to increase your chances of successfully reaching

them. Every person has a preferred method of contact: phone, Email, InMail, etc.

Check their Contact Information, Summary, and Advice for contacting to see if they
have requested how they want to be contacted. 

Also, use the "View recent activity" (pictured) function to see if they use LinkedIn
actively, to help judge if they are likely to respond online." TWEET THIS

 ______________ 

http://ctt.ec/2WQiF
https://it.linkedin.com/in/lucabozzato/en
https://it.linkedin.com/in/lucabozzato/en
http://twitter.com/luca_bozzato
http://ctt.ec/cVf7S
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bobwoods
http://www.linkedin.com/in/davebyrnes
http://twitter.com/linkingleads
http://ctt.ec/tXy8p
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bobwoods
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Michael Schwabrow, Strategic Accounts Director at Covisint |
Follow Michael on Twitter

Where Are Your Prospects' Active?

"Use the recent activity search to understand where and if your
prospect is active on LinkedIn, Twitter,etc. Then once you

understand their footprint/activity, etc, post and tweet relevant types of content that
he/she has a track record of reacting to so that you begin to build an online relationship
with your prospect and start to become relevant Now, you are no longer a cold call or
email but a respected colleague who can add business value to their world as they fight
to challenge status quo." - TWEET THIS

___________________ 

Teddy Burriss, LinkedIn Coach & Trainer with Burriss Consulting,
Inc | Follow Teddy on Twitter

Look Far & Wide at Your Prospects

"If you want to learn more about your Prospect on LinkedIn look at
the words they use in their Summary & Experience Sections, the

Skills they list, the words/phrases they lead with in their Interest section, the volunteer
and charity activities they list, the companies and influencers they follow and their
connections (as best you can). Research the person not just their role and the
company." - TWEET THIS 

______________

Mic Adam, Social Media Policy Creator & CEO at Vanguard Leadership | Follow Mic on
Twitter

Engage Through Free Group Email Function

"Check out the groups your client is part of on LinkedIn and become a member of those

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mschwabrow
http://twitter.com/mickenkel
http://ctt.ec/0x079
http://linkedin.com/in/tlburriss
http://twitter.com/tlburriss
http://ctt.ec/DTdpQ
http://twitter.com/micadam
https://www.linkedin.com/in/micadam
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groups. This will allow you to engage via free (group) mail with the prospect whenever
he/she posts/likes/or comments on a group discussion." -TWEET THIS

______________

Rachel Tombs, LinkedIn Coach at Links2leads | Follow Rachel on
Twitter

Personal Interests Count

"Always read carefully every section of your prospect's Profile.
What do you have in common - university/voluntary

organization/shared contacts? 

I particularly like to note a person's personal interests. Just by starting an initial
conversation and referring to their interests is an excellent way of breaking the ice and
getting someone to warm up to you. They probably will not have expected you to look in
that much detail." TWEET THIS

______________

Petra Fisher, LinkedIn Speaker & Trainer at Petra Fisher | Follow Petra on Twitter

Engage Before Connecting

"Go to the profile of the person you are researching. Instead of inviting to connect, click
the little drop-down-arrow next to the blue [Connect] button. Choose [View recent
activity]. You can now comment on updates they posted, posts they published, updates
they commented on. When you add value each time you contribute your prospect will
not only notice you, but also trust and like you. This is a great start before reaching out if
they don't reach out to you first." TWEET THIS

__________________

http://ctt.ec/a58i9
http://www.linkedin.com/in/racheltombs
http://twitter.com/Links2Leads
http://ctt.ec/ijfU0
http://twitter.com/petrafisher
https://www.linkedin.com/in/petrafisher
http://ctt.ec/ag5rT
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Thomas Evans, Social Sales Trainer at New Velocity | Follow
Thomas on Twitter

Company Insight from Social

"A go to for me to jumpstart conversation is bringing insights
within their business. An awesome revenue quarter,
growth/hiring spurt, or any other relevant news. Yes, I check out

the prospects social profiles, but I never neglect to check the companies social
accounts. It is loaded with awesome news & updates that can jumpstart conversation
focused on THEM. When prospecting last week I discovered pictures of their brand new
office, once I brought this up the conversation took off!" TWEET THIS

______________

Jacob Elton, Partner at LinkedInsider | Follow Jacob on Twitter

Always Find a Way to Help

"Whenever you find someone that would be interesting to YOUR
business, always find something in common - through the
information they have available on their profile. Or, find out what is

important to them and reach out  with content and ideas on how you'd be able to help
THEM FIRST! This way, they will gain interest in you and even though they know that
they are a lead to you, the fact that you showed interest in what matters to
them encourages them to respond on their terms." TWEET THIS

______________

Loribeth Pierson, LinkedIn Trainer & Speaker at LinkedIn Journal Inc. | Follow Loribeth
on Twitter

It's All in the Recent Activity

"I found a great way to learn about my prospects is to check their recent activity feed. It

http://t.co/vQOtOK4O2b
http://twitter.com/_ThomasEvans
http://ctt.ec/f70x5
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jacobelton
http://twitter.com/jacobelton
http://ctt.ec/NfFdY
http://twitter.com/LoribethPierson
https://www.linkedin.com/in/loribethpierson
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will give you a lot of insight to what matters most to them. The activity feed shows you
their likes, shares and conversations on other people's posts and their own. If they tend
to share other people’s posts I know it’s not all about them. It shows me they are willing
to help others have their voices heard. This would be the same on twitter with their
interactions, mentions, and shares." TWEET THIS

________________

Thomas Ellis, Chief Sales Coach at EWC Consultants | Follow
Thomas on Twitter

Find Information to Build Rapport

"Make sure you thoroughly review the buyers LinkedIn profile.
Focus on the Honors, Volunteer, and Organizations sections of

their profile and use that information so you can use that information to build rapport
quickly. Also send an agenda to the buyer prior to the first meeting. Sending an agenda
in advance is an effective way to put people at ease and build trust." TWEET THIS

______________ 

Paul Lewis, Social Selling Principal, Pitney Bowes | Follow Paul
on Twitter

Make the Most of LinkedIn Groups

"Check out what content the prospect has been posting or
publishing on LinkedIn. Then look at what groups your prospect is

a member of; go ahead and join the same group and start a discussion where you
@mention the prospects name and the content they recently posted, ask group
members what their thoughts are on the topic/subject matter - this is a good way to
start an initial dialog with the prospect. I also advise people to change their visibility
status to private for the first stage of research." TWEET THIS

Shelly Elsliger, President at Linked-Express | Follow Shelly on Twitter

http://ctt.ec/195GO
https://www.linkedin.com/in/thomaseellis
http://twitter.com/MrThomasEllis
http://ctt.ec/EO_b3
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/paullewis100
http://twitter.com/paul_a_lewis
http://ctt.ec/Xe3SZ
http://twitter.com/ElsligerS
https://ca.linkedin.com/in/selsliger
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Think "Partner" First

"One good strategy I use is to think "partner" first and "business" after. If someone could
be looking to possibly team up to offer a talk, workshop, etc. I reach out. It is important
to tell people what I do because I offer diverse talks, workshops, discussions on online
empowerment that really may not be considered. My talks, for example, can be
connected easily to others...leadership, women empowerment, confidence, networking,
etc. Once I connect on that level, business often follows." TWEET THIS

______________ 

Crystal-Marie, Strategy Consultant, President & Founder of
Successiory | Follow Crystal-Marie on Twitter

Beyond the Obvious. Use Your Emotional Intelligence.

"Once you've found prospects, most LinkedIn profiles tell you
more than just someone's projects and work history. Look a little
closer. You'll see how reserved (or not) they are, underlying

needs, what makes them smile. There's a lot in what's left unsaid. Without changing
who you are, paying attention helps you see beyond what you're sharing to what's
relevant to them about your offer. It's worth your time. [This is more of a Tactic than a
Strategy, but so important.] Let me know how it goes!" TWEET THIS

______________

David Graham, Digital Engagement Leader at Deloitte Africa |
Follow David on Twitter

LinkedIn Advanced Search

"Use the LinkedIn Advanced Search function to search for
prospects using, job title, seniority, industry, location, etc. 

1) Send connection request (with appropriate reason) 
2) Send thank you once connected (within one day)
3) Tag them within my contacts 
4) Send link to content that may interest them (After a week)
5) Send link to thought leadership I published or been featured in the media
6) Send invitation to my newsletter

http://ctt.ec/c7zYe
https://www.linkedin.com/in/CrystalMarieS08
http://twitter.com/Successiory
http://ctt.ec/49Q1m
https://za.linkedin.com/in/davidngraham
http://twitter.com/DavidGrahamSA
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Request Introductions to relevant people to whom I am connected" TWEET THIS

______________

Rahiem Swann, Access Representative at Association for
Financial Professionals | Follow Rahiem on Twitter

The Road Recently Traveled

"I believe that one of the greatest avenues of insight, and often
the most underutilized is properly researching a prospect's

previous roles / positions. The knowledge you can gain from properly investigating their
history will allow you insights into pain, mutual contacts, probable reasons they left
where they were, etc. Once you've properly done your research you'll be in a better
position to craft your best form for initial contact." TWEET THIS

______________

Sachin Bhatia, Founder of InsideSalesBox.com | Follow Sachin
on Twitter

Including Social in Your Sales Cadence

"We conducted an experiment. We split our prospect data into 2
parts. First part we sent a sequence of "Personalized Cold Emails"

and second part we visited LinkedIn profile for 4 days and then sent the 1st mail. The
response rates were 30% higher in the second case."  TWEET THIS

______________

Jordi Gili, MD at Execus | Follow Jordi on Twitter

Follow Your Prospects to Get Insights

"Did you know that you can "Follow" someone on LinkedIn
without being connected with that person? Yes, you can see
who that person connects with, if there is a job change, a new
piece that he or she likes or shares ... so you can act on that

piece of news to build your presence. To do this just navigate to the person's profile and
click on the small triangle next to the "Send inMail" box (See picture 1). Select "View
recent activity". After you have done that you will navigate to the person's recent activity
page and just need to click on "Follow" (See picture 2). Now you will start receiving

http://ctt.ec/dW6i1
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rahiemswann
http://twitter.com/FitSwann
http://ctt.ec/mf3Qj
https://in.linkedin.com/in/bhatiasachin
http://twitter.com/saleswaltz
http://ctt.ec/dV8GI
https://es.linkedin.com/in/jordigili
http://twitter.com/Jordi_Gili
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timely and actable updates from that person!" TWEET THIS

______________

Dorte Møller Madsen, Owner & Consultant at STORMVIND
Social Selling | Follow Dorte on Twitter

Get to Know Your Prospect

"I use LinkedIn to get a feeling of their personality, persona type.
This allows me to connect faster at the meeting. Do I have to be
very facts oriented ? Is it a person looking for "the next new"? Is

he introvert or extrovert e.g. Besides my primary contact, I do a research on the
management team of the company. I visit their personal profiles and "set a virtual
footprint". They often then visit my profile. This gives me an advantage if I meet them
later on in the sales process." TWEET THIS

______________

Tasna Forbes-Gittens, Change Creator B2B Sales at SocialGen |
FollowTasna on Twitter

Know Your Buyer

"LinkedIn is a great platform to know who your Buyers are, what titles
they hold, what companies they work for and in which industries they
specialise in. Find out where your Buyers engage on different Social
Media platforms. Do they have a LinkedIn Profile, Twitter, Facebook
Page etc? Do your Buyers market B2B or B2C? Research each

different Buyer type and find out what the common problems and issues are so you can build
your knowledge and align your product or service to meet the Buyer's need." TWEET THIS

____________________

Kate Nonkivell, Director at Force of Nature | Follow Kate on Twitter

Show You Care

"Take the time to do what other's don't or won’t do and by doing so
differentiating yourself in the process. Research your prospect's
LinkedIn profile including their recent activity - to learn what interests
them and the subject of any publisher posts. Do you have any shared
connections? What are their interests? Then show you care by
referring to one element of what you have learned - either in your

personalized invitation to connect or to build rapport in a later message." TWEET THIS

______________

http://ctt.ec/5_oY8
http://www.linkedin.com/in/dortemollermadsen
http://twitter.com/@stormvinddk
http://ctt.ec/jE1B3
https://au.linkedin.com/in/tasnaforbesgittens
http://twitter.com/tasnafg
http://ctt.ec/BcwFb
https://www.linkedin.com/in/katenankivell
http://twitter.com/LinkedInKate
http://ctt.ec/dCMea
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Neha Saraf, Social Selling Lead, APAC at Oracle Corporation,
Singapore | Follow Neha on Twitter

Use All Tools in Your Tool Belt

"When researching a prospect, it's very important to scan all her social
profiles to understand her persona. Try to walk in her shoes before
reaching out. Think like your prospect and understand her
preferences." TWEET THIS

______________

Andrew Mooney, Marketing & Admissions Officer at Dublin Business School | Follow
Andrew on Twitter

Instill Confidence

"In my industry it is very important to instill confidence in the prospect as they will be
parting with a large amount of money. In order to instill this trust I engage in using a lot
of the human senses. I firstly send an email with information on their relevant inquiry. I
then tell them that I will be calling them at a certain time. In between then I will connect
with them on LinkedIn. This allows the student to have the info on hand when I call and
they can see my face and they know who I am." TWEET THIS

______________

Brynne Tillman, LinkedIn Sage at Social Sales Link | Follow
Brynne on Twitter

Leverage Your Connections to Understand Your Buyers

"One of the most powerful features of LinkedIn is the ability to
identify who you know that knows who you are looking to meet.
Once you have a targeted buyer in mind, see who your common

connections are. Identify a few and reach out via email or even the phone. Have a
conversation with your connection that knows your prospect and see what you can

https://sg.linkedin.com/in/nehadhingrasaraf
http://twitter.com/Dhingraneha_nd
http://ctt.ec/AdfO2
http://twitter.com/Moonaldo1985
https://www.linkedin.com/in/andrewmooneymarketing
http://ctt.ec/LTvq4
http://linkedin.com/in/BrynneTillman
http://twitter.com/BrynneTillman
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uncover. If appropriate dropping names of shared connections is a great way to build
rapport." TWEET THIS

BONUS #1: "Look at where they used to work, if you have any shared connections
there, especially co-workers or old boss, you can really learn a lot about your buyer prior
to meeting them." TWEET THIS 

BONUS #2: "Look at who your buyer's influencers are. Follow those influencers, find an
article or quote that inspires you and share it with your prospect. Add a note, "I noticed
on LinkedIn you are following Jack Welsh so when I saw this blog post he published I
thought you might find it of interest." TWEET THIS

Take the time to learn about your buyer before your first call or appointment, it will make
a significant impact on your client relationships and business development.

We would love to hear from you!

Share your Social Selling tips in comments below.

http://ctt.ec/b659c
http://ctt.ec/LGAPZ
http://ctt.ec/106tU

